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Unless you’re a modernist armchair.
Red leather pants are tacky.
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Imagine a beautiful woman.
Now imagine her with a matching end table.
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docwalgreen.com ambient

Client: Walgreens drugstore                  Art Director: Jenn Lindeman Instructor: Ryan Inda/Carmichael Lynch



docwalgreen.com

   web banners



Submit your questions to Doc Walgreen on the splash page. 



Mouse over the question to see the answer bubble which appears on the right. 
Click on :ask Doc to see more questions and answers.







Client: Vauxhall Agila                   Art Director: Nicole Byrne  Instructor: Jonathan Graham
                     Goodby, Silverstein & Partners







Client: Guinness          Art Directors: Aneela Idnani & Maja Grunwald

                                  Instructor: Burkhart von Scheven/Saatchi & Saatchi Frankfurt

Camera cuts away and caddy hands club to the 
golfer.

Camera captures caddy from frog’s eye view select-
ing an iron from the bag and freezes on him hold-
ing the club aloft. The angle of the shot empha-
sizes his arm and the club. His arm appears to be 
made of statuesque marble. 

AUDIO:  Sound of golf balls being struck. 

VIDEO: Caddy carrying golf bags for a group of 
middle-aged, well-dressed investment banker 
types. Caddy puts down bags on the 18th hole.

AUDIO: Sounds of a high school classroom.

VIDEO: Cut to a high school math teacher writing 
equations on a chalkboard. He turns to face the 
class with the chalk in his hand. 

Camera cuts away and the messenger hurries into 
a building.

Camera captures this from a frog’s eye view and 
freezes on him holding the chalk aloft. The angle of 
the shot emphasizes his arm and the chalk. His arm 
appears to be made of statuesque marble. 

Camera cuts away and the messenger hurries into 
a building.

Camera catches this from a frog’s eye view with the 
bag over his head and freezes on that pose for a 
split second. The angle of the shot emphasizes his 
arm, which appears to be made of statuesque 
marble. 

AUDIO: Cut to sounds of city tra�c.

VIDEO: Cut to a bike messenger weaving his way 
through tra�c. He arrives at his destination and 
removes his messenger bag. 
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SUPER: Here’s to the remarkable ones.

VIDEO: Cut to shot of Guinness logo. 

HERE’S TO THE REMARKABLE ONES.

Again the camera comes in from a frog’s eye view 
and wee see each of the men holding the Guin-
ness in “cheers” position. Their arms appear to be 
made of the same marble as the pedestal giving 
them the appearance of statues. 

Three pedestals are found where bar stools would 
normally be. The bartender places three Guin-
nesses on the bar. 

AUDIO: Cut to sounds of a crowded bar.

VIDEO: Camera follows the caddy, math teacher 
and bike messenger walking to a bar. They walk 
towards the bar. 

BAR

Guinness “Pedestals” TV spot
(60 seconds)

AUDIO: Sound of golf balls being struck.

VIDEO: Caddy carrying golf bags for a group of 
middle-aged, well-dresed, investment-banker 
types. Caddy puts down bags on the 18th hole.

Camera captures caddy from frog’s eye view 
selecting an iron from the bag and freezes on 
him holding the club aloft. The angle of the shot 
emphasizes his arm and the club. His arm ap-
pears to be made of statuesque marble. 

Camera cuts away and caddy hands club to 
the golfer.

VIDEO: Sounds of a high-school classroom.

VIDEO: Cut to a high school math teacher writ-
ing on a chalkboard. He turns to face the class 
with the chalk in his hand.

Camera captures this from a frog’s eye view 
and freezes on him holding the chalk aloft. 
The angle of the shot emphasizes his arm 
and the chalk. His arm appears to be made of 
statuesque marble. 

Camera cuts away and the teacher goes back 
to his lesson. 

AUDIO: Sounds of city traffic.

VIDEO: Cut to a messenger weaving his way 
through cars. He arrives at his destination and 
removes the messenger bag. 

Camera catches this from a frog’s eye view with 
the bag over his head and freezes on that pose for 
a split second. The angle of the shot emphasizes 
his arm, which appears to be made of statuesque 
marble.

Camera cuts away and the messenger hurries 
into a building.

AUDIO: Sounds of a crowded bar.

VIDEO: Camera follows the caddy, math teach-
er and bike messenger walking into the bar.

Three pedestals are found where bar stools 
would normally be. The bartender places three 
Guinesses on the bar. 

Again the camera comes in from a frog’s eye 
view and we see each of the men holding 
a Guinness in “cheers” position. Their arms 
appear to be made of the same material as 
the pedestals, giving them the appearance of 
statues.

SUPER: Here’s to the remarkabe ones.

VIDEO: Cut to shot of Guinness logo.



Print



Guinness “Manuments” site
Celebrates the remarkable ones a.k.a. everyday guys. Allows them to create “manuments” in their likeness.









Client: HSBC Private Bank

  There’s one in every family. The son or daughter who takes the money and runs. To Ibiza. For six months. To live 
with some girl or guy he or she met in at a polo match in East Hampton. Teaching kids the value of a dollar is hard 
- especially when you have millions of them. That’s where we come in.

  As a client of HSBC Private Bank, we belive in educating the next generation of wealthy families. We believe that 
children are the future. Teach them well and let them lead the way. That’s our philosophy. And there’s no better way to 
do this than establishing a Private Trust Company (PTC). 

  A PTC, unlike traditional trusts, allows the settlor and their family to remain involved in the management of trust 
assets. In plain terms - your kids can learn the value of a dollar by getting involved in the management of their own 
trusts. Before they learn how to get past the bouncer at Marquee, they’ll learn that money can open doors. And not 
just club doors. Doors to philanthropic pursuits, art collecting, real estate investment. All of which could allow your 
son or daughter to lead a life where work is just frosting on the decadent cake.

  Deciding what kind of life is best for your children isn’t easy. That’s why we’ve got 93 offices in 42 countries, so no 
matter where you are, we’re there too. Not in a creepy stalker kind of way. But in an we-have-your-best-interests-in-
mind sort of way. Each HSBC Private Bank client is assigned a relationship manager. Think of him or her as your 
butler, chaufer, shrink, mother, and best friend all rolled into one MBA. Your relationship manager will help you set 
up and manage your PTC. They may even help your kids with their math homework if you ask nicely.

  Rich kids get a bad rap. We know they’re not all lazy, irresponsible, dolts. But if yours just so happen to be, it’s not 
too late. Managing money is a skill that takes time to learn.  But we’re patient. And we like kids. 

  Teach them now. Be proud of them later.

   

  

   

First boarding school. Then reform school. 
Then military school. Then rehab. 

We’ve got a plan.



  The man had a hard time selling paintings while he was alive. That’s the problem with art. There is no instant 
gratification. Greatness is often missed, or misdiagnosed, on the first pass. It takes patience - and money - to get it 
right. If you’ve got the money, we’ve got the patience.

  As an individual of both great means and taste, it’s important to have a diverse portfolio of investments that have 
a twofold purpose - turn your money into more money and to turn your living room(s) into a place that invokes 
jealous rage among the rest of your crowd. The one who bought the Basquiat when Basquiat was just some guy who 
lived in the East Village and went clubbing with Madonna - that’s the person who drives the rest of them mad. 
Granted one must be either extremely lucky or a true esthete to make such a purchase. As a client of HSBC Pri-
vate Bank, you’ll gain access to a team of specialists who can help navigate the complexities of the art world.

  Our art advisors are part of a network of advisors that help to manage the impact of wealth. The unique lifestyle 
opportunities that high-net-worth individuals are faced with can seem daunting. More importantly, you’ve got to 
keep up with the Joneses. Or the Gateses. Or the Sultan of Brunei. You’re not going to impress them with your 
kids’ finger painting hanging on the fridge. You’re going to need a Cesna. Or a Bugatti. Maybe a house in Antiqua. 
Of course all of these things lack the refinement of a great piece of art.

  Sometimes what is magnificent to some is hideous to others. From buyer to buyer, generation to generation, 
tastes change. This is where it gets tricky. It is, after all, an investment. And sometimes the best investment is a 
medieval sculpture by a 15th century Hispanic woodcarver and not some pretty oil painting by some English guy 
that would like nice in your study.

  Make them jealous. Make yourself a good investment.

Not even Van Gogh wanted a Van Gogh.

We’ve got a plan.



  It’s printed on paper and transported easily in a pocket of one’s pants or in an Italian leather wallet. Money. 
Having a lot of it is what separates the haves for the have mores. And wanting to part with it for things other than  
cars, houses, and vacations on private yachts, well, that can be tricky.

  HSBC’s Philanthropy Advisors can help guide you through the giving process. Eradicating global poverty sounds 
like a no-brainer, but there are cross-border tax issues that arise when donations are made in other countries. No 
good deed goes unpunished. But we’ll make it a little less painful.

  Planned giving is a growing part of modern philanthropy. It makes it easier, and more tax efficient, to make gifts 
by offering user-friendly structures. By giving some of your money away, you’re making money. Sounds crazy, but 
it’s true.

  And, with a presence in 42 countries, we’ve got long-standing relationships with philanthropic organizations of 
all shapes and sizes. If a client isn’t sure just where he or she wants to give, we can help guide them.

  Some people think that once you’ve found a worthwhile cause, just write a check and drop it in the mail. Wrong. 
It takes strategic planning to decide on disbursement of funds. Money going out needs as much structure as that 
coming in. That’s the thing about money. Whenever it changes hands, there are always more hands needed.

  While it may be all the rage in Hollywood to adopt orphans from third-world countries, we say don’t rush into 
things. Put some of your funds into a charity or foundation. We’ll even act as trustee if it gives you greater peace of 
mind. And as trustee we’ll advise you on allocation of funds, strategy, and help you meet your long-term goals. We 
won’t, however, advise you on the adoption of a third-world orphan. That’s not what we do. 

  Give us your money. We’ll give it away. 

If you thought making it was hard, 
try giving it away.

We’ve got a plan.



Client: Barbie

Art Directors:
Lissy Anger 
Kat Dudkiewicz

Instructor:
Jonathan Graham
Goodby, Silverstein
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Client:
Hormel

Art Director:
Jim Buhrman

Instructors:
Karen Brown Knapp
Marc Stephens
Carmichael Lynch









MEATSTER
Eat Like A Man.www.meatster.com
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Meatster web banners
Would appear on sites that are deemed “girly” - people.com, perezhilton.com, 
usweekly.com - sites Meatster men should never be found on.



Web game





Client: 
Seiko Kinetic Watches

Art Director:
Kelsey Ciatti-Miller

Instructors:
Zoe Hough
Lean Mean Fighting Machine
David Martin
AKQA







Client: Rimowa        Art Director: Martin Poggenclaas  Instructor: Tim Weber/Scholz & Friends



Beat the Monkeys - an iphone game. 
Objective: Kick the monkeys’ asses with your Rimowa case. And do so in time to make your flight.



Ambient

Bananas branded with beathemonkeys.com 
would be given away at airports.



Facebook application



Click on the banner to go to beatthemonkeys.com and attack the friend who monkeyed you.






